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Abstract. This paper compares two behaviour creation algorithms for
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle swarms. The objective of this work is to have
a self-organising robotic swarm which unintrusively assists humans in
network restricted environments by facilitating data-transfer between
disconnected groups. The behaviour creation algorithms explored are a
well-cited approach for evolving neural networks (ENN) and our Learning
Classifier System (LCS) approach. We utilise simulations in randomised,
obstacle dense landscapes to validate, compare and contrast these two
algorithms. We explore the algorithms both with and without the envi-
ronment layout being known to the swarm a priori. These simulations
show the ENN algorithm struggles to create appropriate behaviours for
this complex data-transfer task, resulting in an unassertive swarm. Our
LCS behaviours have the swarm operate with up to 61% of the fitness
range above ENN in both expected and unexpected environments, result-
ing in the desired human assistance.

1 Introduction

Swarm robotics is a growing research field which utilises a large collection
of low-complexity robotic agents to solve tasks beyond the scope of a sin-
gle, high-complexity, robot [23,24]. These tasks are achieved by the interac-
tion and cooperation of agents, forming an emergent behaviour. One such task
for which swarms show potential the creation of a Mobile Ad-hoc NETwork
(MANET) [10,12] in environments constricted both spatially and in communi-
cation. This swarm task aims to facilitate connectivity between disconnected
networking devices in urban environments. More specifically, the swarm assists
human operators in network restricted environments to remain in communication
with one another, with minimal interaction from the humans or their devices.

In this paper, the autonomous creation of such swarm behaviours is explored
via two algorithms: an algorithm which modifies a Neural Network (NN) using a
Genetic Algorithm (GA), hereon referred to as Evolved Neural Network (ENN),
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and an adaption of Learning Classifier System (LCS) [15] for rule-based evo-
lution and Reinforcement Learning (RL). The former of these approaches has
seen considerable exploration within the swarm community [13,14,25]. How-
ever, it has only been implemented for trivial swarm tasks, such as locomotion.
It is thus hypothesised that ENN will create insufficient behaviours for the chal-
lenging data-transfer task, which is non-deterministic, partially-observable and
requires heterogeneous agent behaviours. In contrast, the latter approach, LCS,
has shown significant performance in our previous data-transfer swarm work [22]
and thus is further explored in this study.

The quality of the two algorithms is evaluated via virtual swarms, operating
in numerous 2D landscapes with obstacles and restricted communication. Each
swarm implementation is tasked with transferring data from one human-held net-
working device to another in the shortest time possible. This quality-evaluation
is measured via task effectiveness, behaviour reliability, and behaviour creation
time. These three aspects are seen as key for real-world swarm applications to
be operationally viable. Additionally, the quality of the created behaviours is
tested in both the environments used by the creation algorithms, and environ-
ments unseen a priori.

The two main contributions of this paper are:

(a) the implementation and analysis of ENN for swarm behaviours in a non-
trivial task

(b) the comparison of ENN and LCS for swarm behaviour creation, in relation
to swarm performance, reliability and time efficiency

The remainder of this paper is structured with Sect. 2 presenting a back-
ground on swarm ENN and LCS; the agent architecture and modification to
the ENN algorithm presented in Sect. 3; Sect. 4 defines the experiments of this
study; Sect. 5 presenting the results; and finally this work is concluded in Sect. 6.

2 Related Work

2.1 Swarm ANN

Since early robotic-NN works [3], shallow NNs have been evolved to connect sen-
sor inputs, such as IR range values, with actuator controls, such as individual
motor velocities. In these early works, a binary GA was used for autonomous
selection of the available sensor values to be used as NN inputs. This search
allowed for redundant environment data to be removed from the agents’ obser-
vation. Furthermore, by evolving the input activation genome, the development
of an agent was accelerated as this hyper-parameter did not require manual tun-
ing or exhaustive exploration. In contrast to this input evolution, [8,18,25] had
respectively: a single, a group and a swarm of robotic agent(s), equipped with
fully connected, single-layer NNs. The GAs of these works created behaviours
by evolving the neuron weights, connecting the input and output nodes. These
agents were evaluated with simplistic tasks, such as moving to a goal location.
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These two approaches have been combined in recent swarm evolution studies
by Heinerman et al. [13,14]. In these works, a swarm was assigned the (simplistic)
task of travelling about an environment at maximum speed, without collision.
Three-levels of adjustment were utilised to create the required behaviour:

1. The aforementioned evolution of active inputs for the NN was evolved between
implementations of the swarm.

2. The heterogeneous evolution of neuron weightings was evolved by each swarm
member throughout each trial, with set evaluation windows for measuring
weight genome quality.

3. Inter-swarm genome sharing was utilised to accelerate the evolution and
reduce behaviour rediscovery [5] in the heterogeneous swarm.

Using multiple evolution layers allowed the swarm to create an overall behaviour
genome, which could be stored and reused in later implementations. It also
allowed the swarm to be adjustable during operations, overcoming unexpected
environment variation. These qualities are also seen in the LCS behaviour cre-
ation of [22].

2.2 Learning Classifier System

LCS swarm behaviour creation [22] uses a combination of inter-implementation
evolution and intra-implementation RL to create and adjust swarm behaviours
created from a set of condition-action (or ‘if -then’) rules. These rule-sets are cre-
ated via the deconstruction of known swarming heuristics, and each rule recon-
structed via grammar based genetic programming [19]. During operation, RL
has the agents learn appropriate rule use for a given situation. After each swarm
implementation, the rule-sets of low performing agents are evolved via the adop-
tion of rules from high performing agents and the mutation of currently held
rules.

3 Swarm Task, Agent Architecture and ENN
implementation

In this section, the problem domain is further defined and the agent observation
methods, available actions and reward function are presented. To improve com-
parability between ENN and LCS, both utilise the same input variables, action
outputs and evaluation functions.

3.1 Problem Domain

In this study, a swarm of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) is simulated assist-
ing the transfer of 125 MB of data between two human-operated devices which
are separated by 500 m of random urban landscape and have no satellite con-
nectivity. For simulation simplicity, these devices are abstracted to stationary
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communication devices, one being a data sink, the other a data source. Further-
more, this data is discretised into s segments.

For the most effective communication assistance the swarm aims to achieve
full data-transfer in minimum time, thus behaviour solutions are evaluated via,

fitΓ ∈ R : (−1, 1) =
ss

s
− Ts

T
(1)

where ss is the data-segments that reached the sink within the simulation time-
limit, T , and Ts is simulation time. The termination criteria of this task results
in either ss

s = 1, causing a positive fitness, or Ts

T = 1, causing a negative fitness.
These negative fitnesses are further defined as shallow failure and complete

failure. In the case of shallow failure, all data does not reach the sink devices
within the utilised T, but is expected to as T → ∞. In contrast, when fit ≤ Φ

s −1,
where Φ is the swarm size, the solution is seen as a complete failure. This fitness
suggests each agent only transferred [0, 1] segments during T . Such a score has a
close correlation to all agents becoming trapped by obstacles or non-cooperative
behaviours emerging. In such situations, the swarm is predicted to fail the data-
transfer task even as T → ∞.

3.2 Observation Inputs and Action Outputs

To facilitate data-transfer, agents move toward the goal location with segments
in a buffer and transmit these segments to other agents or the non-swarm devices
(human communication devices).

An issue that arises with the NN swarms of literature, [14,25], is low-level sen-
sor reading inputs and actuator command outputs cannot realise complex actions
without considerable exploration during swarm behaviour evolution. These low-
level controls are referred to by Duarte et al. in [6] as primitives, which are seen
as insufficient for ‘complex robots in tasks beyond mere locomotion’ [6]. As such,
a higher level of control is proposed which utilises Low-Level Heuristics (LLH)
as both inputs and outputs for the ANN. These LLH are the conditions and
actions used in the LCS behaviours, as defined in [22].

For the inputs of the agents, the philosophies of swarm robotics in [4] are
upheld by limiting sensor complexity. The inputs are restricted to fellow swarm
agent positions, determined via signal triangulation, and network status, deter-
mined via information propagation. Agents are also aware of currently observable
obstacles by simple range sensors; however, no environment mapping is utilised.

For the action outputs of the swarm agents, five networking and relative
motion actions are utilised. These actions are further defined via alternative
targeting, giving a total of 15 options. ENN selects from these actions by linking
each to an output node; the output node with the highest activation value is
executed, similar to [17]. For LCS, each rule associates an environment input
condition to one of these actions, creating a discrete pool of possible actions in
each rule-set. In this study these actions are:
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1) collect from source
2, 3) send to closest neighbour

– toward source
– toward sink

4–7) move toward
closest neighbour
source
sink
wall

8–11) move away from
– closest neighbour
– source
– sink
– wall

12–15) orbit
– closest neighbour
– source
– sink
– wall

It can be observed from this action list that the swarm agents are responsible
for both requesting data from the source and delivering the data to the sink. In
this way, the connected devices may remain unaware of the connection being
swarm-based; no swarm statuses or behaviour information is fed into the non-
swarm devices nor must the non-swarm devices govern the flow of data. As such,
the swarm may assist data communication transparently and without requiring
the humans or connecting devices to alter their activities to interact with or
assist the swarm.

3.3 Reward Function

Swarm agents evaluate local performance via a Geographical routing [11] based
reward, ρ. This function is defined as,

ρα =
∑

s∈Sh

Δ(rs,sink) +
∑

s∈St

Δ(rs,sink) +
∑

s∈Sr

Δ(rs,sink)

ρβ =

{
0, |Sh| > 0 ∨ |St| > 0 ∨ |Sr| > 0
Δ(ri,source), otherwise

ρ = log(|ρα| + 1) · sgn(ρα) + log(|ρβ | + 1) · sgn(ρβ) − c

(2)

where

– ρα is the reward generated by data-segments in Sh, St and Sr, which are
respectively the agent’s collections of data-segments held, transferred and
received since last scoring

– ρβ is the reward a data-less agent receives for moving toward the source
– Δ(rs,sink) is the change in distance between a data segment and sink since

last scoring
– Δ(ri,source) is equivalent for agent and source
– c is a cost value for the performed action (communication or movement),

which may be weighted to encourage greater agent energy efficiency.

This reward equation encourages agents to effectively transport and transmit
data in the direction of the known sink, or return to the source for further data
collection.
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3.4 Evolved Neural Network Architecture

In alignment with Heinerman [14], the NN structure used by ENN has no hidden
layers and thus input and output nodes directly connecting with a weight set W,
where the connection of input i and output o is wi,o ∈ W , w ∈ R : (−1, 1). These
weights are periodically evolved during the swarm implementation and input
activation genomes, Γenn, are evolved offline, between swarm implementations.
After empirical exploration, it has been found the third level of adjustment in
[14], periodic inter-swarm W exchange, does not results in performance improve-
ment in this swarm implementation. However, the additional offline evolution of
starting weights, W̄ , and the use of Γenn and W̄ sharing between swarm members
during offline evolution shows some performance improvement. This evolution of
starting weights reduces the re-evolution of similar W for each implementation.

During implementation, the current W , Wn, is evaluated via the sum of
action rewards, ρ, over period Tw. After Tw, a hill-climbing acceptance function
is used to replace the current best W , Wbest, with Wn if (

∑
ρ)best < (

∑
ρ)n, or

discard Wn otherwise. Should Wn be discarded, the mutation rate, ψ, is modified
by a constant increment value, ψ̇, via ψ + ψ̇ → ψ. If Wbest is replaced, ψ it set
to 1 · ψ̇. The potentially updated Wbest is then mutated for further exploration;
∀wi,o being adjusted via a Gaussian with mean 0 and ψ standard deviation.

After each swarm evaluation is terminated, offline evolution is conducted
on the Γenn and W̄ . As stated above, this evolution utilises behaviour shar-
ing between swarm members. In this study, this behaviour sharing consists of
high-performing swarm members transferring a copy of Γenn and W̄ to low-
performing swarm members. Agents’ individual performances are measured via
the number of data segments that were held by the agent for at least one time-
step in the evaluation and reached the sink by implementation end. The thresh-
old between high- and low-performance is the mean of performances over the
swarm, as implemented in [21]. Each low-performance agent undergoes offline
evolution via crossover and mutation, and a high-performing agent is selected
via roulette-wheel to share its behaviour with the evolving agent. The offline evo-
lution of an agent’s Γenn and W̄ consists of each genome undergoing one-point
crossover. The parents of each crossover are the genome held by the agent and
the shared genome. The offspring also undergos mutation via bit-wise flipping for
Γenn and via digit-wise Gaussian shifting for W̄ . The offline sharing of genomes
allows effective individual agent behaviours to be distributed across the swarm,
as seen in [14], though the use of this genome in the evolution process allows
the swarm to remain heterogeneous, and thus specialised behaviours may still
emerge. Additionally, as both the input activation and starting weight evolution
are conducted offline, the set of all agents’ Γenn and W̄ may be defined as a swarm
behaviour solution which remains constant throughout an implementation.

For this data-transfer problem, the structure of the ENN has an input layer
of 10 nodes, each with value R : [0, 1] which are normalised representations of
internal and local environment state conditions.
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4 Experiment Design

4.1 Simulation

For this study, MASON [16], a Java-based multi-agent simulator, is used for
swarm implementation. In these tests, time is discretised into 200 ms time-steps
and agents are assumed to travel with mean velocities of 5 ms−1; speeds achiev-
able by UAVs [9]. These time discretisation and agent speeds have been cho-
sen so that 1 time-step represent 1 m of agent travel. Using this discretisation,
the file transfer task is broken into 500 data-segments of 2 Mb (0.25 MB) each.
Each data-segment is simulated as a single unit, and thus must be wholly trans-
ferred within a single time-step. This segment sizing assumes transfer speeds of
10 Mbps, a value within reason for modern Wi-fi [26]. Furthermore, the data-
transfer process of these experiments use the Log-Distance Path Loss (LDPL)
model [20], which estimates the signal power loss over distance with Gaus-
sian shadowing. In alignment with the communication ability of common Wi-fi
adaptors [1], agents have a transfer power of 12 dBm, a receiving threshold of
−83 dBm, and a Signal to Noise and Interference Ratio (SNIR) of 10. These
signals are transferred at 2.412 GHz (Wi-Fi channel 1 [2]), the environment has
a path-loss exponent of 2.5 and Gaussian shadowing with mean 0 and standard
deviation 3 dB. The source and sink are placed ∼500 m apart with randomly
generated obstacles between. These obstacles attenuate the signal by 5 dB [7]
per meter the signal passes through. Finally, the time-limit, T of these tests is
20,000 time-steps, which translates to just over one hour of swarm operation.

4.2 Evolution Parameters

To evolve W in ENN, Tw is set to 20 time-steps and ψ̇ to 10−3. For the crossover
and mutation of input activation genomes and W̄ , the mutation rate is set to 5%
(to match [14]) and the Gaussian shift of W̄ has mean 0 and standard deviation
0.25. Finally, LCS has an evolution generation limit of 500, and ENN has a
limit of 1,000. The additional ENN generations allow both algorithms to reach
evolution search convergence.

4.3 Experimental Settings

To explore these two algorithms, two experiments are conducted for each:
environment-specific evolution and environment-generic evolution.

In the first experiment, 10 sets of 30 environments are presented to LCS
and ENN for behaviour evolution. The best-evolved fitness, according to (1), is
recorded for each environment and the median and inner quartile of these best
fitnesses are reported for each of the ten sets along with the results of a Mann-
Whitney U-Test, with α = 0.05, to validate the variation in performances. Each
of the environments use random generation to determine the obstacle configu-
rations and the initially generated behaviours of the swarm. These generators
are uniquely seeded for each of the 30 environments, and the same seed is used
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for both LCS and ENN to ensure comparable results. The ten environment sets
explore variation in the task settings; validating the comparison between the
algorithms. In these sets, the background noise is −85 dBm or −95 dBm and
each noise is tested with a swarm of size 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16.

In addition to the fitness results, the percentages of best-evolved solutions
which shallow fail or completely fail the data-transfer task are reported, as task
reliability is seen as a key attribute for evaluating the swarm behaviour. Fur-
thermore, the evolutionary improvements of ENN and LCS are reported via the
median and inner quartiles of fitness differences between first generations and
best-evolved generations for each experiment set.

The second experiment of this study explores the algorithms’ abilities to
create generally applicable behaviours. A further 30 behaviours are evolved in
this experiment with each generation evaluated by using the mean fitness in five
training obstacle configurations. The resulting behaviour is tested in a further 30
alternative obstacle configuration environments, giving a total of 900 evaluations
per algorithm. In this second experiment, the background noise and swarm size
remain constant at −95 dBm and 8, respectively. This experiment explores the
generality and reusability of the created behaviours. For both algorithms, the
post-evolution behaviour fitnesses and alternative environment fitnesses are pre-
sented via median and inner quartiles, and the Mann-Whitney U-Test, fail-rates
and evolution progress are again reported. Additionally, the evolution fitness
growth of the algorithms is explored via a moving average graph, with a window
of 50 generations, and via a graph of the best-evolved solution fitness by each
generation. For each algorithm, these graphs are combined for all 30 evolution
runs, with the reported values being the average and 90% confidence intervals
of the set.

Finally, the processing time required by ENN and LCS to create behaviours
are reported. The average time over all evolutions of both above experiments are
presented tabularly, along with the average number of time-steps in these evolu-
tions. Additionally, these times and time-step results are graphically presented
for further discussion and justification.

5 Results and Discussion

5.1 Environment-Specific Evolution

Shown in Fig. 1 is the median and inner quartiles of both approaches for the
discussed background noise and swarm size settings. LCS produces significantly
greater fitness solutions over ENN, with all sets showing no quartile overlap.
Additionally, the Mann-Whitney U-tests reports values less than 0.001 for all
swarm sizes and background noises, this indicates the better performance of
LCS is statistically significant. The most significant fitness difference is in the
high-noise environments with 8 swarm members; the median fitness difference is
61% of the fitness range (0.35−−0.872

1−−1 ).
In addition to fitness superiority, Table 1 shows LCS swarms to be more reli-

able in completing the data-transfer task, with LCS swarms never completely
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failing the task. In contrast, ENN swarms see some complete failure cases for
most swarm sizes with −85 dBm and for 1-agent swarms with −95 dBm back-
ground noise.

Figure 2 shows the median and inner quartile for the evolutionary fitness-
improvement. These graphs show the evolution fitness-improvement of both LCS
and ENN follow bell-shaped relations to the swarm size, though the algorithms
in the two noise settings demonstrate different aspects of this relation. Firstly,
ENN demonstrates the lower limit of the relation; for high noise environments,
with swarm size ≤ 4, no fitness-improvement is seen. In contrast, ENN swarms
of 8 to 16 agents in −85 dBm noise shows a positive relation between swarm
size and fitness increase. Likewise, all LCS swarms in −85 dBm noise and all
ENN swarms in −95 dBm show a steady increase in fitness-improvement for
sizes 1 to 8. An improvement plateau then occurs for these swarms (LCS in
−85 dBm and ENN in −95 dBm) when the swarm size increases from 8 to 16.
These plateaus have similar fitness-improvements for all swarm sizes and Fig. 1
reports similar or greater final fitnesses. This represents the saturation limit of
the fitness-improvement possible by the evolutionary searches; further swarm size
increments are predicted to not produce greater fitnesses. Finally, LCS swarms of
8 to 16 agents in −95 dBm noise show a decline in fitness-improvement although
Fig. 1 reports these settings both produce high fitness swarms. This suggests the
data-transfer task has been simplified by the low noise and large swarm size, and
thus requires little (or no) evolution by LCS; the RL of LCS and the variation
of rule-sets in the large heterogeneous swarm allows first generation swarms to
complete the data-transfer task with significant throughput.

From this pattern observation, LCS leads ENN relative to swarm size impact-
ing fitness-improvement; LCS reaches improvement plateau as ENN begins
increasing, and undergoes improvement decline as ENN reaches the plateau.
Additionally, it can be observed that both LCS and ENN swarms in −95 dBm,
with sizes of 8 and 16, have saturated evolution improvements, yet, Fig. 1 reports

12 4 8 16

−0.8
−0.4

0
0.4
0.8

—— -85dBm ——

F
it
ne
ss

swarm size / background noise

12 4 8 16
—— -95dBm ——

LCS ENN

Fig. 1. Median & inner quartiles for each algorithm after evolution. LCS has signifi-
cantly higher median, with no quartile overlap, compared to ENN for all experiment
settings.
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Fig. 2. Median and inner quartile for fitness-improvement during evolution. Both algo-
rithms have little growth when the swarm size is small or when the task is more chal-
lenging due to extra background noise.

LCS to produce swarms of greater fitness. Therefore, LCS still dominates ENN
with both in optimal conditions. In these optimal settings, LCS has a median
fitness of 0.89, which translates to a data-transfer time of 7 min, 20 s or an aver-
age transfer of 2.27 Mbps. In contrast, the peak median fitness of ENN is 0.615,
which equates to 25 min, 40 s or 650 kbps. It can therefore be concluded, the
agent architecture of LCS , particularly the online adjustment of RL rather than
periodic weight evolution, allows for overall greater swarm performance.

5.2 Environment-General Evolution

Figure 3 shows the median and inner quartile fitness for the best-evolved
behaviours in the training environments, and in the 900 unseen evaluation envi-
ronments. Additionally, this figure includes evolutionary fitness-improvements.

The LCS swarm shows relatively small reductions in evolution performance
when comparing the environment-specific results, Fig. 1, and multi-environment,
Fig. 3, results; a median fitness reduction of only 4% is seen. In contrast, the
evolution of ENN is significantly impacted by evaluating each generation with

Table 1. Shallow and complete failure rates for environment-specific tests. Fail-rates
show LCS never completely fails the task and is less impacted by swarm size than
ENN.

–85 dBm –5dBm

1 2 4 8 16 1 2 4 8 16

LCS Shallow failure (%) 100 100 66.7 30 6.7 100 66.7 3.3 6.7 0

Complete failure (%) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ENN Shallow failure (%) 100 100 100 86.7 46.7 100 100 36.7 20 16.7

Complete failure (%) 26.7 10 0 10 3.3 13.3 0 0 0 0
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multiple environments; the median fitness of ENN reduces by 72.5% of the fitness
range (0.71−(−0.74)

1−−1 ) and is below fitness 0.

Fig. 3. Median and inner quartile results of best fitnesses during evolution (left),
fitness-improvement during evolution (right) and behaviours implemented in unseen
environments (centre). Significantly lower evolution progress by ENN results in com-
plete failure in alternative environments.

Furthermore, the created behaviours of LCS prove effectively general with
the median fitness of the 900 alternative environments being relatively high at
0.61. This shows even in inexperienced situations the LCS swarm may still trans-
fer data with effective throughput. Additionally, the shallow failures, reported in
Table 2, remain relatively low at 13.5% and only 5.2% of cases showed complete
data-transfer failure. In comparison, ENN shows considerably lower performance
in alternative environments, with all trials being shallow failures, and 36.7% of
trials completely failing. As a result of this, a fitness difference of 79.5% arises
between ENN and LCS, and LCS produces more reliable solutions. As can be
expected from these results, the Mann-Whitney U-tests again reports statis-
tically significant differences, with values less than 0.001. Initially, this poor
ENN performance was speculated to be the result of acceptable, but over spe-
cialised, behaviours evolving for the five evolution environments and thus not
being reusable in the alternative environments. However, the low evolution fit-
ness in Fig. 3 (left) and low evolution improvement in Fig. 3 (right) shows this
over specialisation failure is more significant; the ENN evolution cannot cre-
ateNN which are generally applicable to all five evolution environments, even
when given 1000 generations to do so, much less be reusable in the unseen
environments. To further explore this failure, Fig. 4 presents the fitness change
during evolution for both LCS and ENN via a moving average fitness over the
generations, and the best-found fitness during evolution. These graphs show the
LCS evolution often finds low-performing solutions, though intermittently dis-
covers high-performing solutions which allow the average maximum fitness to
rise to 0.6 by generation 10. In contrast, ENN sees little improvement and no
NN configurations are found to solve the task in all evaluation environments.
This evolution failure is due to the neural weights requiring specialised settings
for each environment. In contrast, the condition-action rules of LCS observe the
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Table 2. Shallow and complete failure rates for environment-general tests, both after
evolution and when evaluated in alternative environments. Fail-rates show LCS has
minor shallow and complete failures, while ENN has over seven times the complete
failures and all trials resulted in shallow failure.

Evolution Evaluation

LCS Shallow failure (%) 0 13.2
Complete failure (%) 0 5.2

ENN Shallow failure (%) 100 100
Complete failure (%) 0 36.7

environmental state via hyper-plane dissection, and allow wider application of
each rule. Thus the LCS rules has greater applicability during evolution and
unseen evaluation.

In relation to transfer speeds in the unseen environments, LCS achieves a
median transfer time of 26 min or 641 kbps. Although this value is considerably
lower than in environment-specific cases, ENN sees greater reductions with a
median of 10 data segments transferred in T , giving an average throughput of
500 bps. It can thus be concluded that ENN is incapable of evolving generally
applicable solutions for the application of data-transfer, and thus can only be
utilised when an environment is known a priori. Additionally, it can be noted
that LCS behaviours in unknown environments and ENN in known environ-
ments achieve relatively similar performances. This strengthens the argument
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200 400 600 800 1000

Moving average: 50
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Fig. 4. ENN and LCS average generation fitnesses during environment-general
behaviour creation. Left graphs are rolling average fitness with window size of 50 gen-
erations. Right graphs are best fitness by generation. Each graph averaged over 30
evolution instances with the averages shown by solid line and 95% confidence intervals
shown by shaded areas. LCS has low average fitness but high performing solutions are
intermittently discovered. ENN remains low throughout the evolution. As stated in
Sect. 4, ENN is evolved for twice the generations of LCS.
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for LCS being capable of producing behaviours which are generally applicable
in environments unseen before.

5.3 Execution Time

To finalise this study, the average execution time for ENN and LCS are listed
in Table 3 for both environment-specific and environment-general behaviour cre-
ation. Furthermore, to examine these time differences, the average time-steps are
also listed in this table, and the two values are graphically presented in Fig. 5.
For both environment-specific and environment-general evolution, ENN requires
longer execution time than LCS. For the environment-specific evolution, an exe-
cution time 3.7 times that of LCS is observed and when multiple environments
are used for evaluation, this multiplier grows to 5.2. This difference is due to
two main factors: the lower fitness of ENN throughput evolution requiring more
time-steps, and the evolution process of ENN being generally slower than LCS.

In relation to the additional time-steps, a lower fitness directly attributes
to longer execution time as each evaluation with a fitness in the range [−1, 0]
operates for T time-steps while a solution with positive fitness requires Ts =
T · (1 − Fit) steps. In Table 3, ENN is shown to perform, on average, 3.1 and
3.8 times the time-steps of LCS (for specific and general evolution, respectively).

Table 3. Average real-world evolution time (in minutes) and average time-steps for
LCS and ENN (multiplied by T = 20, 000). LCS is more time effective in both experi-
ments.

Env. Specific Env. General
LCS ENN LCS ENN

Average execution time (min) 60 220 120 620
Average time-steps (×T ) 319 988 471 1778

0 200 400 600 800 1,000
0

2,000

4,000
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Fig. 5. ENN and LCS graphical depiction of execution time versus time-steps. ENN
has have higher execution time, irrespective of time-steps.
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After accounting for ENN performing twice the evolution generations of LCS,
these time-step ratios are confirmed to contribute to the longer evolution time.

To demonstrate the evolution operations of ENN are generally slower than
LCS, Fig. 5 shows the two algorithms hold relatively constant execution times
for the time-step range 0 to 300. In this range ENN shows a constant execution
time 245% that of LCS. After accounting for the additional evolution generations
in ENN, this ratio confirms the evolution and operation of LCS to be generally
faster and thus more efficient than ENN.

Table 3 and Fig. 5 shown that LCS is a more efficient behaviour creating algo-
rithm within the context of the data-transfer task of this study. This efficiency is
due to both the higher performance throughout evolution allowing faster evalu-
ations and the evolution process for genome alteration being significantly faster.

6 Conclusion and Further Work

In this paper, we have explored two algorithms for creating behaviours which
allow a swarm of robots to assist humans in communication restricted, urban
environments by facilitating data-transfer between them; a challenging task by
swarm robotic standards. Furthermore, these behaviours are required to have
the swarm unintrusively interact with the communication devices in a way that
the devices (and human operators) do not need to adjust their activities to have
the swarm assist.

The two algorithms explored are a well-cited technique for evolving neural
networks, ENN, and our own LCS-based algorithm.

This investigation has shown our LCS approach to be significantly superior
for this real-world application, in regards to swarm performance and reliability
while also creating the behaviours in less time. When the environment conditions
are explicitly evolved, we see the LCS swarms achieved an average transfer-rate of
2.27 Mbps in optimal conditions, while the ENN swarm reached only 0.65 Mbps.
Additionally, we see ENN has a far higher probability of failing to evolve a valid
behaviour for a given environment.

For environments not known a priori, ENN shows complete failure to create
generally applicable behaviours while LCS sees only minor performance reduc-
tion. Finally, it has been shown that LCS evolves these behaviours in far less
time, showing it is both more effective and efficient.

From this, our hypothesis is validated that ENN, which is seen as state of the
art in swarm literature, is better suited to trivial problems, such as locomotion,
while our LCS approach may be applied to this real-world task.

In relation to future work, three areas will be explored for this behaviour cre-
ation development: further exploring NN driven swarms, further evaluating the
behaviours created by these algorithms, and implementing life-long behaviour
learning in the swarm.

Firstly, we aim to further explore the potential of neural network-driven
swarms. This exploration will examine more traditional approaches of neural
networks, such as offline batch training of NN via expert behaviour data. These
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techniques have seen significant success in non-swarm robotic behaviour creation
and thus show potential for swarm implementation.

Secondly, this exploration has evaluated the algorithms in resulting swarm
fitness (which includes task efficiency), reliability and behaviour creation time.
Additionally, by evaluating the swarms in conditions unseen during training, the
reusability of the created behaviours was assessed. However, for real-world swarm
implementations, it is acknowledged that further evaluation work is required.
This includes evaluating the energy efficiency of the behaviours, the emergent
behaviours’ robustness to member loss and mid-operation condition changes,
and assessing the predictability of the agents to either improve robot-human
cooperation or reduce the swarm’s venerability to malicious attack.

Finally, this study has revealed that although LCS creates environment-
general behaviours with greater performance than ENN, some performance
reduction is still present compared to environment-specific behaviours. To over-
come such reduction, our final future work will explore life-long learning in the
form of adding each evolved behaviour to a repertoire. During deployment, agents
may select from this repertoire in place of evolving new solutions. In doing so,
we aim to see the performance of environment-specific behaviours with the wide
applicability of environment-general behaviours.
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